Proof. This property follows from Property 10 above.
2. General theorems. Because x¡ £ A'k and y¡ £ B'k it follows that AxiQ A'k and Byj C P£; that is Ax¡ X ByjQA'k X B'k which implies the desired result S ■< < §.'< 31 X 93.
In the next theorem we apply the elementary lemma.
Lemma. Suppose \an] and \bn\ are two sequences of real numbers not less than 1 such that lim"_" (loga")/re = a and lim""" (logA")/n = b exist. Then lim"_m log(a" + bn)/re = max]a,b\.
Proof. For any c > a, b there exists an integer re0 such that log a" < nc and log bn < nc whenever re è "o-Thus log (an + bn) < nc + log 2 for re è re0.
Consequently a, b g lim inf (log(a" 4-bn))/n ^ lim sup (log(a"4-bn))/n < c. Remark. This corollary assures the existence of refining sequences in metric spaces. For example, the sequence ¡2l"j, where 2l" is the set of all spheres of diameter less than 1/re, is refining. In addition from any sequence ¡33 "| of covers satisfying condition (2) of the corollary we can construct ¡2l"| 2l"= VLo^B*) which satisfies both (1) and (2) and thus is refining. Remark. If X is an n-dimensional torus and <p a continuous automorphism of X determined by an n by n unimodular matrix having real characteristic values \y,---,\n and n linearly independent characteristic vectors, then a similar argument yields hM= Z l°g|x|.
A curiosity based on the techniques of this work is the following. 4. Background and unsolved problems. In ergodic theory the notion of entropy for measure-preserving transformations has been extensively studied by the Russian school. The measure-theoretic entropy is defined as follows [4] . Let (X,i£.,p) be a measure space with X a set of points, @ a sigma-field of measurable subsets of X, and p a countably additive measure on @ with p(X) = Theorem. 7/31* is a measurable partition such that S is the sigma-field generated by the family of sets Ur=«v"5l*, then A»=A>,31*).
TAe material in this paper we patterned after another theorem of this sort due to
Rohlin [3] .
Theorem. If ¡3l"| re =1,2, •••} is a sequence of partitions such that %n< 3l"+i and the sigma-field generated by Un°=i3I" is S, ¿Aere h(<p) = lim"^"A(^,3l").
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Let us consider some examples. 1. Let X be compact separable Abelian group and p Haar measure. Suppose <p:x->ax then A"(<?) =0 [3] . A(ip) --p logp -(1 -p) log (1 -p) [ 1 ] . If X, is considered to be a compact topological group then pi is Haar measure only when p = 1/2. In this case X is also a compact topological group with the direct product measure p being its Haar measure. The mapping ¡p is a continuous automorphism on X and h(ip) = log 2 which coincides with the maximum of -p logp -(1 -p)
•log(l -p) for 0 <p < 1.
We adopt the convention that A" denotes measure-theoretic entropy with respect to a measure p while A denotes topological entropy. Examination of examples having both topological and measure-theoretic aspects leads to some conjectures. Conjecture 1. Let X be a compact topological space and p a regular measure. If ^ is a homeomorphism on X and also a measure-preserving transformation then h^(¡p) z% h(<p). Conjecture 2. Let X be a compact metric space and <p a homeomorphism on X. A result of Kryloff and Bogoliouboff [2] states that there exists regular measures p with respect to which <¿> is measure preserving. Then h(<p) = supA"(^) where the supremum is taken over all such invariant regular measures. If this is true, is there something special about the measure or measures where this supremum is assumed? 5. Conclusion. The notion of entropy has an abstract formulation which we have not dealt with here. It can be tailored to fit mappings on other mathematical structures. For example, let G be an Abelian group; for a finite subgroup 21 of G let N(2l) equal the order of 21; let 21 v 33 be the group generated by two finite subgroups 21 and 33 of G; let 21 ^< 33 mean 21 is a subgroup of 33 ; and finally let tp be an endomorphism of G. The basic properties now hold and we can define the entropy h(<p, 21) of tp with respect to a finite subgroup 21. The entropy h(tp) of tp is then sup A (^,21) where sup remum is taken over all finite subgroups 21 of G; and analogies to the general theorems can be established.
We are grateful to the referee for correcting the proof of Theorem 5.
